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Construction and drug delivery of a ﬂuorescent
TPE-bridged cyclodextrin/hyaluronic acid
supramolecular assembly†
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A supramolecular assembly was successfully constructed from tetraphenylethylene-bridged b-cyclodextrin
tetramers (TPECD) and adamantyl-grafted hyaluronic acids (HAAD) and fully characterized by UV-vis
spectroscopy, ﬂuorescence emission spectroscopy, zeta potential, SEM, AFM and TEM. The obtained
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TPECD–HAAD assembly, which existed as spherical nanoparticles with an average diameter of 50 nm,
emitted stronger ﬂuorescence than free TPECD due to the restricted intramolecular rotation.
Signiﬁcantly, this supramolecular assembly can eﬃciently load the anticancer drug doxorubicin (DOX)

DOI: 10.1039/c6ra07572j

into cancer cells, and the resultant DOX@TPECD–HAAD system had higher anticancer ability and fewer

www.rsc.org/advances

side eﬀects than free DOX.

Introduction
The application of nanotechnology in the anticancer eld has
innite potential for healthcare.1–5 The construction of targeting
drug-delivery systems to increase the specicity for killing cancer
cells while leaving healthy cells intact is an urgent matter,
because cancer treatment paradigms mainly rely on whole body
treatment with chemotherapy agents, exposing the patient to
medication that non-specically kills rapidly dividing cells,
leading to many side eﬀects.6–10 Because hyaluronic acid (HA) has
some gratifying qualities, such as low toxicity, biocompatibility,
biodegradability, and importantly its targeting ability due to the
over-expression of HA receptors on the cell surface, HA-mediated
site-specic drug delivery by HA-based supramolecular assemblies is becoming more and more popular among chemists.11–15
For example, Elisseeﬀ, Singh, and co-workers presented a polymer–peptide surface coating platform to non-covalently bind HA
as a natural lubricant in the body to enhance the lubrication on
tissue and biomaterial surfaces.16 Park, Kim, and co-workers used
poly(ethylene glycol)-conjugated HA nanoparticles as carriers for
anticancer drugs including DOX and CPT.17 On the other hand,
Tang and co-workers discovered a class of molecules with
aggregation-induced emission (AIE) properties due to the
restriction of intramolecular rotation (RIR), among which tetraphenylethene (TPE) stands out due to the facile synthesis and
easy modication.18–21
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In this work, we attached b-cyclodextrin (b-CD), a torusshaped cyclic oligosaccharide that can bind various inorganic/
organic/biological molecules in both aqueous solution and
the solid state,22–27 to the TPE core. Then, the resultant TPEbridged b-CD tetramers (TPECD) were non-covalently associated with the adamantyl-graed HA (HAAD) through the strong
host–guest interaction between b-CD and adamantyl group to
construct a water-soluble and biocompatible supramolecular
assembly TPECD–HAAD (Scheme 1) with several inherent
advantages as (1) the HA skeleton enabled the targeting ability
of TPECD–HAAD, (2) the four b-CD molecules linked together by
TPE could form a compact structure with HAAD through the
host–guest complexation, (3) TPE could provide a hydrophobic
microenvironment favorable to the loading of drug, and the
twining structure of HA could prevent the leakage of loaded
drug to some extent. As a result, the TPECD–HAAD assembly
loaded with the anticancer drug doxorubicin (DOX) presented
the higher anticancer ability and the lower side eﬀect than free
DOX.

Results and discussion
Synthesis of TPECD and HAAD
As shown in Scheme 1, TPE derivative 1 was prepared using the
McMurry coupling of 4,40 -dimethoxybenzophenone, and then
its demethylation with BBr3 gave a kind of purple powder
smoothly. A further treatment of the crude product with 3bromo-1-propyne in the presence of K2CO3 aﬀorded the
propargyl-attached TPE derivative 2.28 The eﬃcient transformation from 1 into 2 was conrmed by the appearance of
resonance peaks of propargyl protons in the 1H NMR spectrum
aer the reaction was completed. Subsequently, b-CDs were
introduced onto TPE via a copper(I)-catalyzed click reaction
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Scheme 1

Synthetic route of TPECD and HAAD.

between 2 and azido-functionalized b-CD. The formation of
triazole ring was conrmed by a clear 1H NMR signal at 7.78
ppm (single peak, 4H). On the other hand, HAAD was

Fig. 1
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synthesized through an amidation reaction using a previously
reported method.12 By comparing the 1H NMR spectrum of
HAAD (Fig. S10†) with that of HA (Fig. S9†), the degree of

(a) TEM images of HAAD. (b) TEM, (c) SEM and (d) AFM (e) ELS images of TPECD–HAAD assembly.
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substitution (DS) was determined as 10% from the integrated
peak area of adamantyl moiety and HA backbone using the
single-point method. This value indicated that every 10
repeating sugar units in HA was graed by an adamantyl group.
Because at least six repeating units of HA are needed for
achieving the multiple HA–CD44 interactions in the tumortargeting bioconjugates bearing HA and cytotoxic agents, the
resultant HAAD should have enough numbers of repeating
units to interact with CD44.11

Published on 10 May 2016. Downloaded on 11/7/2018 2:13:35 AM.

Construction of TPECD–HAAD assembly
Owing to the strong binding of adamantyl groups with b-CD
cavities,29 the TPECD–HAAD assembly could be easily constructed by simply mixing TPECD and HAAD at a adamantyl
group/b-CD cavity ratio of 1 : 1 in aqueous solution, and its
morphological and structural features was fully investigated by
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM),
atomic force microscopy (AFM), scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), and zeta potential experiments. In the HR-TEM images,
the free HAAD mainly existed as the loose fusiform structures
(Fig. 1a), while the TPECD–HAAD assembly existed as the
spherical nanoparticles with an average diameter of 50 nm
(Fig. 1b), and these particles tended to aggregate during the
preparation process through hydrogen bonding interactions
among the carboxylic and hydroxyl groups. SEM (Fig. 1c) and
AFM (Fig. 1d) images gave the similar morphological information, showing many discrete spherical nanoparticles. Furthermore, the zeta potential was measured as 23.90 mV (Fig. 1e),
indicating that the negatively charged surface of TPECD–HAAD
assembly may have the capability of loading cationic drugs, and
the serum environment would not seriously aﬀect the stability
of TPECD–HAAD.30

Fluorescence emission spectra of TPECD–HAAD, TPECD,
HAAD (ex ¼ 330 nm) (inset: photo of TPECD (left) and TPECD–HAAD
(right) under 365 nm irradiation).

Fig. 2

Drug loading
The capability of TPECD–HAAD assembly on loading drugs was
examined by using DOX, an eﬃcient anticancer drug, as
a model substrate, and its 3 value in H2O was measured as 13.71
g1 cm1 at 481 nm. A new band at 481 nm, which was assigned
to the characteristic absorption of DOX, appeared in the UV-vis
spectrum of DOX@TPECD–HAAD (Fig. 3). The absorption of
TPECD–HAAD as the reference was deducted from the UV-vis
spectrum of DOX@TPECD–HAAD, and then the net concentration of DOX could be calculated according to the molar
absorption coeﬃcient at 481 nm. Therefore, the DOX loading
eﬃciency and the encapsulation eﬃciency were calculated as
9.9% and 41.7%, respectively. Moreover, TEM images showed
that the TPECD–HAAD assembly remained the original structural features aer loading DOX.

Photophysical property
The UV-Vis spectra of TPECD at diﬀerent concentrations (from 1
mM to 10 mM) were measured (Fig. S11†). The work plot at 316
nm showed a liner increase coinciding well with the Lambert–
Beer's law. Similar phenomenon was also observed in the
uorescence spectra, where the uorescence emission of
TPECD linearly enhanced with increasing the concentration of
TPECD from 1 mM to 60 mM (Fig. S12†). These results jointly
conrmed that TPECD could not form self-aggregate under our
experimental condition. On the other hand, the uorescence
emission intensity of TPECD–HAAD was nearly two times
stronger than that of TPECD under the same condition. Moreover, under UV light (365 nm) irradiation, the TPECD–HAAD
assembly gave a brighter blue uorescence than TPECD (Fig. 2),
and the quantum yield increased from 42.3% (TPECD) to 68.2%
(TPECD–HAAD). In the control experiment, the uorescence of
TPECD nearly unchanged with the addition of free HA and 1adamantanecarboxylic sodium. A possible reason for the
enhanced uorescence of TPECD–HAAD may be that the
formation of nanoparticles restricted the intramolecular rotation of phenyl groups, which prevented the nonradiative decay
of TPECD and thus enabled the enhanced luminescence.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016

Controlled drug release
The controlled release behaviors of DOX from DOX@TPECD–
HAAD were examined using uorescence spectroscopy within

UV-vis spectra of TPECD–HAAD assembly and DOX@TPECD–
HAAD in H2O (inset: TEM image of DOX@TPECD–HAAD).

Fig. 3
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Fig. 4 In vitro DOX-release proﬁles from DOX and DOX@TPECD–
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HAAD assembly at diﬀerent pH.
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cytotoxicity and good biocompatibility. Signicantly, DOX@TPECD–HAAD displayed a higher anticancer activity toward
MCF-7 cancer cells, a type of human breast cancer cells with
abundant HA receptors being over-expressed on its surface
(Fig. 6). Aer 48 h incubation, DOX@TPECD–HAAD gave
a relative cellular viability towards MCF-7 cells as 25.4%, which
was lower than the corresponding value of free DOX (38.3%).
Furthermore, the half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50)
was determined by an MTT assay, and the result showed that
the DOX@TPECD–HAAD possessed a lower IC50 (IC50 ¼ 1.8 mg
mL1) towards the MCF-7 cells than free DOX (IC50 ¼ 3.6 mg
mL1) aer incubation for 48 h. However, the anticancer activity
of DOX@TPECD–HAAD obviously decreased (the relative
cellular viability towards MCF-7 cells changed to 44.1%) when
an excess amount of free HA was added because the saturation
of HA-receptor on the surface of cancer cells with free HA

a period of 24 h at pH 7.4 and 5.3 because they are close to the
physiological and endosomal pH values of a cancer cell,
respectively. Fig. 4 showed that, at either pH 7.4 or 5.3,
DOX@TPECD–HAAD presented a smooth and controlled
release of DOX as compared with free DOX, and the drug release
rate of DOX from DOX@TPECD–HAAD at pH 5.3 was measured
to be faster than that at pH 7.4. This property would promote
the bioactivity of DOX@TPECD–HAAD in a slightly acidic cancer
cell environment.

Anticancer activity in vitro
Cytotoxicity experiments were also performed to evaluate the
anticancer activity of DOX@TPECD–HAAD in vitro by using a 3(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium
bromide
(MTT) assay. Aer incubation with TPECD–HAAD at diﬀerent
concentrations (4, 8, 10, 40, or 60 mM) individually for 48 h, the
normal broblast NIH3T3 cells and MCF-7 cancer cells
remained a viability of >91% (Fig. 5 and S13†). These results
revealed that the TPECD–HAAD assembly exhibited the low

In vitro cytotoxicity of TPECD–HAAD assembly (concentrations
calculated according to TPECD).

Fig. 5
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Fig. 6 Relative cellular viability of NIH3T3 and MCF-7 cell lines after 48
h of treatment with DOX, TPECD–HAAD, DOX@TPECD–HAAD or
excess HA + DOX@TPECD–HAAD.
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(Veeco Company, Multimode, NanoIIIa) in tapping mode in
the air under ambient conditions. Zeta potential was recorded
on NanoBrook 173Plus (Brookhaven company) at 25  C. The
uorescent confocal images were performed on a Leica TCS
SP8 uorescence microscope.

Synthesis of TPE derivative 2

Bright ﬁeld (left), dark ﬁeld (middle) and merged (right)
images of MCF-7 (top) and NIH3T3 cells (bottom) incubated with
DOX@TPECD–HAAD for 3 h.
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Fig. 7

molecules disfavored the interaction of HA-receptors with
DOX@TPECD–HAAD. Moreover, the toxicity of DOX@TPECD–
HAAD towards normal cells (the relative cellular viability 75.6%
towards NIH3T3) was lower than that free DOX (the relative
cellular viability 57.5% towards NIH3T3). These results jointly
demonstrated the better anticancer activity and the lower side
eﬀect of DOX@TPECD–HAAD than those of free DOX. The
eﬃcient uptake of DOX into cancer cells was also conrmed by
the uorescent confocal microscopy. Aer incubation with
DOX@TPECD–HAAD for 3 h, MCF-7 cancer cells showed the
bright red uorescence assigned to the luminescence of DOX.
In sharp contrast, NIH3T3 cells exhibited only slight uorescence under the same condition.
These phenomena demonstrated that DOX was eﬃciently
loaded into cancer cells via the TPECD–HAAD assembly (Fig. 7).

Conclusions
By exploiting the strong host–guest complexation of b-CD cavity
and adamantly group, a nano-scaled supramolecular particle
was successfully constructed from TPECD and HAAD, which
could eﬃciently load anti-cancer drug into the cancer cells.
Owing to the advantage of easy preparation, good water solubility, biocompatibility and biodegradability, this nanoparticle
could act as a potential platform for drug-delivery, and its
applications in therapy are still in process.

Experimental section
Instruments
NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker AV400 instruments.
Mass spectra were performed on an MALDI-TOF mode MS.
Transmission electron microscope (TEM) images were
obtained on a Tecnai G2 F20 microscope (FEI) with an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. The samples were prepared by
placing a drop of solution onto a carbon-coated copper grid
and air-dried. For the AFM measurements, sample solution
was dropped onto newly clipped mica and air-dried, and then
the sample was examined using an atomic force microscope

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016

Under nitrogen atmosphere, compound 1 (ref. 28) (3.00 g, 6.63
mmol) was dissolved and stirred in 40 mL of dry dichloromethane. BBr3 (6.0 mL, 63.6 mmol) was added to the solution at
0  C. Aer stirring for 30 min, the solution was allowed to warm
to room temperature and stirred overnight. Cold water was
added into the system under vigorous stirring until no more
precipitate was formed. Aer ltration and drying, a purple
solid was obtained. Then propargyl bromide (80 wt% in toluene,
6.0 mL, 54.0 mmol), K2CO3 (6 g, 43.5 mmol) and 100 mL of DMF
were mixed with the crude product and reuxed overnight
under nitrogen atmosphere. The mixture was then cooled to
room temperature and ltered. Aer the removal of solvent
under vacuum, the residue was puried by column chromatography on silica gel (ethyl dichloromethane/petroleum ether,
v/v ¼ 1 : 1) to give compound 2 as a white solid in 81% yield. 1H
NMR (400 MHz, DMSO): d 6.88–6.84 (m, 8H), 6.77–6.73 (m, 8H),
4.71 (d, J ¼ 2.3 Hz, 8H), 3.56 (t, J ¼ 2.3 Hz, 4H).
Synthesis of TPECD
To the solution of 2 (60 mg, 0.11 mmol)28 and b-CD azide22 (1 g,
0.86 mmol) in DMF, CuI (1 g, 5.25 mmol) was added as
a catalyst. The mixture was stirred at 60  C for 48 h, then
concentrated and puried by column chromatography on
silica gel (EtOH : NH3$H2O : H2O ¼ 6 : 3 : 1) to remove the
excess amount of CuI. The resulting solution was dialyzed
against an excess amount of water for 5 days. Aer being
freeze-dried, TPECD was obtained as a slightly yellow solid in
70% yield. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): d 8.15 (s, 4H), 6.87
(dd, J ¼ 31.9, 8.0 Hz, 16H), 5.95–5.57 (m, 64H), 5.23–4.27
(m, 84H), 4.06–3.48 (m, 111H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO):
d 156.90, 142.92, 138.46, 136.92, 132.63, 126.26, 114.22,
102.40, 83.73, 82.00, 73.47, 72.72, 72.51, 61.24, 60.45, 59.50,
50.75. HRMS (MALDI-TOF): calculated for C206H304N12O140Na,
5210.70; found, 5210.70.

Synthesis of HAAD
Hyaluronic acid (1 g) was added into 100 mL of DMSO. Aer the
polymer was completely dissolved, triethylamine (1.84 mL,
13.21 mmol) and ethyl chloroformate (0.76 mL, 8.0 mmol) were
added, and the reaction solution was stirred at room temperature for 1 h. Then, adamantyl amine (293.2 mg, 1.32 mmol) was
added, and the mixture was stirred at room temperature overnight. The solution was diluted with 100 mL of water and dialyzed (Mw cut oﬀ ¼ 3500 Da) against water for 7 days. Aer
dialysis, the sample was freeze-dried as a white powder. 1H
NMR (400 MHz, D2O): d 4.50 (s, 2H), 4.10–3.15 (m, 10H), 1.95
(s, 3H), 1.80–1.58 (m, 1H).
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Loading of DOX
DOX@TPECD–HAAD were prepared according to the o/w
method.31,32 Briey, DOX$HCl (5 mg) was added to CHCl3 (5
mL) and deprotonated by the addition of 3 equiv. TEA, followed
by mixing for 2 h. TPECD (5.19 mg) and HAAD (15.99 mg) were
dissolved in distilled water (50 mL). The CHCl3 solution of DOX
was added to the aqueous solution under vigorously stirring to
form the o/w emulsion. The mixture was stirred under reduced
pressure, allowing slow evaporation of CHCl3. The solution was
ltered through a syringe lter (pore size: 0.45 mm) to eliminate
free DOX aggregates. The drug-loaded solution was lyophilized
for future use. A series of DOX with diﬀerent concentrations
from 5 mg L1 to 70 mg L1 was measured, and the standard
curve of DOX at 481 nm was did in order to get 3 of DOX
(Fig. S7†). Finally the drug loading eﬃciency was calculated
through m(DOX in DOX@TPECD–HAAD) divided by
m(DOX@TPECD–HAAD).
In vitro release of DOX
To further examine the drug release from DOX@TPECD–
HAAFD, 10 mg of DOX@TPECD–HAAFD in 5 mL of buﬀer
solution was placed in a dialysis bag (Mw cutoﬀ ¼ 3500 Da) and
then dialyzed against 100 mL of PBS buﬀer (pH 7.2 and I ¼ 0.01
M) or acetate buﬀer in an outer beaker at 37  C. At each selected
time interval, 3 mL of dialyzate was taken out from the beaker,
and an equal volume of fresh PBS buﬀer was replaced to it. The
released drug was evaluated by analysing the emission intensity
of DOX at 481 nm.
Cell experiments
NIH3T3 cells and MCF-7 cancer cells were cultured in Dulbecco's modied Eagle's medium (DMEM) supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) at 37  C under a humidied atmosphere with 5% CO2. For the cytotoxicity experiments, NIH3T3 cells and MCF-7 cells were seeded in 96-well
plates (1  105 cells per mL, 100 mL per well) for 48 h at 37  C
in 5% CO2. The cells were incubated with DOX, TPECD–
HAAD, DOX@TPECD–HAAD or DOX@TPECD–HAAD with
excess HA (2  [HAAD]) for another 48 h. The concentration is
6  105 M, calculated according to TPECD, and DOX is
added according to the loading eﬃciency. Then 50 mL of MTT
solution (5 mg mL1) was added into each well. The cells were
further cultured for 4 h, then the medium was removed, and
100 mL of DMSO was added into each well. Aer 15 min, the
absorbance of the dissolved formazan was measured with
a Bio-Rad micro plate reader at 485 nm. While for the confocal
uorescence image experiments, NIH3T3 cells and MCF-7
cells were seeded on 14 mm2 cover slips that were placed in
6-well plates (2  105 cells per mL, 1 mL per well) for 24 h at
37  C in 5% CO2. The cells were incubated with DOX@TPECD–HAAD for 0.5 h or 3 h. Then the culture medium was
removed, and the cells were washed with cold PBS solution for
three times and xed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min.
The cells were subjected to observation by a confocal laser
scanning microscope.
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